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UNCLASSIFIED

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF THE TURBULENT TRANSPORT OF

AIRBORNE CONTAMINANTS

by

Clayton W. Watson and Sumner Barr

ABSTRACT

A generalized, three-dimensional Monte carlo model and computer code (SPOCP) are
described for simulating atmospheric transport and dispersal of small pollutant
clouds. A cloud is represented by a large number of particles that we "track" by
statistically sampling simulated wind and turbulence fields. These fields are based
on generalized wind data for large-scale flow and turbulent energy spectra for the
micro- and mesoscales. The large-scale field can be input from a climatological data
base, or by means of real-time analyses, or from a separate, subjectively defined
data bane. He introduce the micro- and mesoscale wind fluctuations through a power
spectral density, to include effects from a broad spectrum of turbulent-energy scales.
The role of turbulence is simulated in both meander and dispersal. Complex flow fields
and time-dependent diffusion rates are accounted for naturally, and shear effects are
simulated automatically in the ensemble of particle trajectories. An important adjunct
has been the development of computer-graphics display*. These include two- and three-
dimensional (perspective) snapshots and color motios pictures of particle ensembles,
plus running displays of differential and Integral cloud characteristics. The model's
versatility makes it a valuable atanspheric research tool that we can adapt easily into
broader, mu^V.icomponent systems-analysis ccx3»». Removal, transformation, dry or wet
deposition, an/ resuspension of contaminant jsariieles can be readily included.

I. INTRODUCTION

An important class of environmental analysis

problems deal* with the transport and dispersal of

localised "puffs" of atmospheric pollutants, such as

night result fro* some type of accidental release,

or, of more direct interest to this study, the resi-

dual radioactive o«bri* clouds fron hypothesized

oilitary engagements in which nuclear weapons are

used. More specifically, wu are interested in

modeling the space-time history of an initially

--•nail cloud of noxious atmospheric contaminants,

t'.'c are particularly concerned with the first few

hours after release, when the cloud is most concen-

trated and night affect local populations and before

local atmospheric turbulence fields disperse it to

an innocuous level.

The Navier-Stokes equations provide a formula-

tion of the general atmospheric diffusion problem.

In the general case, however, local wind fields have

substantial space and time gradients that make the

problem multidimensional and nonstationary. The

numerical iis£ti«n'*£lons required to obtain solutions

for other than biffety F***ricted and idealized cases

are beyond the c*p*biH*.lm at tte mant powerful

computers. For early trcfi*t»rt times {in*, g, gew

minutes to a few tens of hours) and for small

clouds (up to a few tens of kilometers in overall

dimension}, these difficulties are further aggra-

vated by a need for high time resolution over a

range of several orders of magnitude. Statistical

fluctuations in the driving turbulence fields are

also typically of the same scale a» the phase-space

dimensions of the cloud and this implies that the

problem should be cast in probabilistic terms.

Monte Carlo statistical simulation techniques '

have been used extensively in the radiation transport

field to deal with analogous multidimensional numer-

ical difficulties. Tha Monte Carlo approach is also

innately probabilistic and should thus be uniquely

appropriate for this class of atmospheric-transport

simulation. The remainder of the report discusses a

random-walk Monte Carlo model we developed for this

purpose.

1
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II. FOKOJLATIOa OP THE BASIC DIFFUSION IIODEL

A. ProbXen Definition

To outline the basic concept, wo nust first

define the problem more explicitly. Consider an

initial cloud of airborne particles beginning at sane

specified tine tQ with a. known spatial distribution

of particles at tos that is, we have an initial-

value problen with initial conditions given ir. terr.s

of the cloud configuration at tine t . Uot this

initial configuration be f(r ), where

vector at tine t as cicasurc;'. frees the point

Koc
yoc' *oe' ™ P°* i t i 0 1 1 tS"> cloud

centroid at ciae Co.

He r.it'y.e two basic assumptions.

• Particle-i-artiele interactions within the cloud

arc infrequent and cast bo ignored,

• Particle voluoesi arc- snail compares! with the

volueie of interstitial air Jr..) can he neglected.

Thescr assumptions hold to a high degree of accuracy

far tlse relatively diffuse pollutant clouds of prac-

tical interest. They also <jive r.aeesaaty it.'i suffi-

cient conditions to ensure that the trajectory of each

particle ir, the cloud can be considered indcpciuicntiy

ffron the other particles.

a. Simulating Cloud Dilt'ust.cn with RandOB-Waifc
Particle Tratjaetoritfo

Wo represent the initial cloud by a large nunbor

of individual partieJ.oo with atartinq positions so-

lijctec! fron the initial density fwnction f(ro>. i*e

then assure the tine axis to he dividod into anall

incrcr.ents Ati and w« "tracSs" each particle by <jcn-

eratiiKj, in thrco-diir.onsior.al space and tirao, succes-

sive spatial displacements during these it'a. The

overall cloud is described at any point in Sine in

terns of the cnscnblc properties of these particle

trajectories.

We therefore proceed to consider a single par-

ticle's trajectory and begin by nahi.ng two general

points. First, an airborne particle is transported

by local wind fields that vary stochastically with

tine, and the characteristic frequencies of these

variations span many orders of magnitude. Thus, the

entire transport process f,s innately probabilistic in

nature. A particle trajectory can be viewed as a

random variable governed by an unknown, multidimen-

sional probability density function (PDF), and cacn

sinulatcd trajectory constitutes r.n independent

randon sample from this PDF. Ke wish to generate

enough of thest) nappies to tiahe statistically signi-

ficant estimates of certain properties of the PDF,

•uch a> the expectcd-value path of the cloud controit*

and the tinc>-;pact> trace of the particlon1 distribu-

tion about this ctmtroid.

the second point is that we can nodel a wimi-

ciriven traje>;'tory in general terns;. In fact, we evir.

noJel specific |>robl<s(M to alnoat any degree of

detail wo want 1:1 terns cf rar.dur.-waik tirnj-serios

processes of the sort outlined in Sec. II-D,

provided At is chosen snail enough. .WituraHy, na

sueh ootiol offers a panacea for atctespheric trans-

ijore pecbtesa, enil the resulting fcrouliticn will

necessarily have paranctttrit thas nust ib« fixed by

fuiittwcr.tal rvetcorolo^ical tlatct if iJiiansitM.iVf

results are to t* roalistic. Ir.docM), the i:urd«>n of

physio!, actruracy is intentional2y shifted by this

approach to the adequacy of the input data upon

which it ia based. Specific:; of the final mxSal

im sJetcnmhwtJ by what types of Atmtspht.Tic data ve

choose for t:;ci;»; inputs. He will later illustrate

this noto explicitly.

C. itjdcli^q thg Ataospharie ^virbalono PiaM for
Trajectory

W>t turti to tlte <!<st(iiJIod sirsulatian of a single

particle trajectory. The j:roblen bijeormr, that of

uoquontially specifying a local cSisplasc-acnc vector

for each snail tine step along ttto particle's path.

Me generate this acricti of ana 11 tHs;^*fcncnts by

applying local wind velocity vectors obtained by

statistically sampling the governing titae- and

space-dependent Ki'n an ctoteraiKed by tiio local wind

fields at caeit step.

It will be instructive at this point to antici-

pate later discussions and consider the structure of

the continuum of time scales of action (cr frequen-

cies) implicit in atmospheric turbulence fields.

Me can view the frequency spectrum as being made up

of the following three distinctive regines. (1) A

small-scale regir-e in which turbulent wind fluctua-

tions occu* with characteristic periods smaller than

the inherent time-resolution limit At of the isodel,

(21 an intermediate-scale regime with wind varia-

tions on time scales comparable to the cloud trans-

port times of interest (between At and t. few tens of

UNCLASSIFIED



hcurs!, and (3) a lar<je-ccal« regime with wir.d

periods that are large May;; to years) compared with

the aaxinua transport tines of interest. We deline-

ate these three i:egir.es because it, will be convenient

(,i:iJ advantageous fron ts:o standpoint of ccnputir.g

tine) to model the different regimes in different

ways.

In the crr.all-'jcale regime, the tine-' --h size

At establishes the lower linit of resolution avail-

aisle in the simulation.* Detailed particle trajec-

tories or. tire scales smaller shan At are presumably

of r.o interest; otherwise, a smaller .".t should have

keen chosen, it is therefore sufficient ~o know only

cr.e relatively snail expected not particle displace-

ment tlurir.g At. We c.jn describe ttsis displacement

in terra;; n( .1 PDf for the o:ie-step displacement

vectors*, or, what is e;ruivale::t, a PDF giving the

onu-atup distribution of not resultant wind vectors,

us dutcrnincd by t!.e t,r«cill-! calc wir.d field* averaged

over a travel tiir.e £t,"

T3ie large»scale winds determine hulk, or coher-

ent, flow of the particle cnucaMe as reas'ired, for

exarplo, by the path of the cloud ccntroid. inter-

mediate- and sr.all-scale uisvlu, o:i tlio other hand,

lieternir.e dispersal, or incoherent particle flow, as

measured• fur exarple, by the particle distribution

about the ce.-.troi.!. no can txkc advantage of the

fact that we arc interested prinaiily in simulating

cloud dispersal characteristics for apscr.fic, repre-

sentative, large-acale wind fields, and only secon-

darily ir. estimating the expected near, path of the

centroid (over weeks or years) or in the correspon-

ding dispersion of such clcud paths about their mean.

It will therefore be sufficient and possibly more

instructive to introduce the lar^e-scale winds into

titc calculation detcrninistically from a previously

prepared input data base. Considerable computer

ttm; will be saved by eliminating the stotistical-

* Me typically have used a At of 0.1 h in our
calculations.

*• We can imagine, for exanple, a real, microscopic,
particle trajectory starting at any time t with
velocity P<HAt tin* t + At, the particle will have
a velocity p + Ap, where A3 is a stochastj.c net
change in th« particle's velocity during At. The
one-step wind-vector distributions are most con-
veniently given in terns of a PDF for the distri-
bution of dp values about the nean. For relative-
ly snail values of At, these PDFs have means of
approximately zero to a good approximation.

sampling requirement for these large-scale fields.

Variations and sensitivities in the cloud transport

as a function of changes in the large-scale winds

can still be studied by sinply running different

simulations with different large-scale wind fields.

The time- and space-dependent cloud properties

of principal interest (dispersal) will be determined

predominantly by the intermediate continuum of

turbulent wind fluctuations. The intermediate

regine also constitutes a transition region between

the small and the large scales of notion, and any

detailed transport model nust include the correct

mix of influences from these two regions as modified

by the superimposed intermediate field at every

point ir. the cloud's history, ft key variable is

the travel tine r. (tine f ron t ). Doth the cumula-

tive fractior. of the intermediate spectrum that

affects the particle's trajectory and the relative

nix of influences from the two extreme regimes are

functions of t. If (r. - t ) is small, particle

trajectories will be determined rtainly by the small-

scale step-to-step velocity fluctuations, and a

pronounced rai'.dou character will be evident. As t

increases, the effect of these snail-scale fluctua-

tions will decrease, the cloud transport will becone

increasingly dominated by intermediate-scale winds,

and the ensemble properties v'.ll be increasingly

affected by gradients in the large-scale fitld

("shear" effects).

These discussions identify sone key character-

istics of the random-walk particle-trajectory model

we describe later. Specifically, small-scale wind

variations will be Modeled by an explicit PDF, to be

determined by input data, giving the step-to-step

stochastic components A3 for the trajectory wind

vectors. A deterministic large-scale wind field

also will bfc iaposed, and intermediate-scale wind

contributions will be inferred from an input tur-

bulent-energy field having a continuous frequency

spectrum. The overall model will include these

components in proportions to be determined, as a

function of travel tine, by the input turbulence

spectrum.

Via ragphasiz* that, although delineation of

separate turbulence regimes is useful, the model

still considers bulk transport and dispersal simul-

taneously as different manifestations of the sane



basic atmospheric mass- and energy-transfer proces-

ses. Even though we treat part of the spectrum

d jterminis'cically, thereby reducing complexity and

computing costs at the expense of curtain types of

information cf secondary interest, the mle of

turbulence will still be modeled (in botV mt>nder

and dispersal of the cloud, for example) over trie

complete spectrum. Complex, large-scale, flow

fields and time-dependent diffusion rates will be

accounted for naturally, and shear effects are

included implicitly and automatically .n the ensem-

ble of particle trajectories.

0. A Specific Random-Walk Model

To formulate the specific- nodel we refer to

the table of nomenclature* and note that

AR - (Ax., Ay., Az.) « (v.At, u.At, w.At)

- particle displacement during step j.

and

y At) - (v it, u^At, w..At, iitj.

Implicit in the idea of a deterministic large-

scale wind field is the idea of a mean wind field

to which the simulation must adhere, in the sense

of an expected value. If our simulation is to be

inherently realistic and internally consistent, each

trajectory must conform (in the statistical limit as

the number of trajectories goes to infinity) to the

deterministically imposed large-scale wind field.

This requirement gives us a condition on the PUFs

from which the local wind vectors are sampled.**

The expected value of p\ (at any fc>.) must equal the

input large-scale (mean) wine: vector at u.. if we

adopt the convention that the input mean wind data

will be denoted by overbars and the expectod values

of trajectory randan variables by brackets <>, the

* Also see Appendix A for relationships between the
(x,y) and (I,J) coordinate systems.

** We are not referring here to the PDF giving small-
scale wind fluctuations A?, but to the overall
PDFs from which the "$• value I are samples.
The forme? is a siapU, invariant PDF to be
given by basic input data, whereas the latter is
?n ur.ki.cwn, multidimensional PDF that varies with
all the phase-space dimensions along a trajectory,
including travel time.

formal condition ia

that is, for every u ,

(u., v., w.),

where (u., v., w.) is the input large-scale aean

wind vector at .

We can uiisplify the rexiel and tho

statistical analyses with a third assumption: that

statistical fluctuations in the vir.d eonponentrt

u , v.# and w. about their respectIvc means u,, v ,
j _j j } J

and w, are mutually independent. Experimental

evidence seems to justify thin asnunption for the

middle troposphere, at the scales where our princi-

pal ii.-.t- rests lie. We would nXsa expect the nee

cloud-onijmblo properties to be relatively insensi-

tive to casting correlations in thin regime.

(Discussed in Sec. III.) The available tactcoro-

lotjicrl data in this regime are probably inadequate

to support the inclusion of such correlations in

our nodcl anyway, although thin could be done in a

straightforward manner.

This assumption allows us to consider each of

the three wind components independently. Therefore,

for tfc. remainder of the discussion, tee can limit

our attention to, say, the y-cemponent, u, and note

that the other two components are to bo treated

analogously. 1'he implication of this assumption is

that, at every u,, the overall PDF for p. is the

product of three independent, one-dimensional,

conditional PDFs* (for the three components). The

condition in Eq. (1) suggests 'hat it will bo

convenient to consider these PDFs as functions of

uhe random variables (u. - u\), (v. - v.), and

(w. - w.); that is, if

f (p ) PDF for o ,

then

£u-5 Vv fww

An analogous statement also holds for the one-
step PDF for the small-scale fluctuations
AiS. at w..



where 'u_;j» *v_;»
 aK!5 f

M.J
 a r* one-dimension*I PDFs

for '.a. - u.),(v. - v ), ami («. - «.), resjpectivcly.

these ft:i'a r.coii t,at he specified explicitly

sinea we need at each •„•. or.lv appropriate, unbiased,

for incorporating the atmospheric turbulence spec-

trum into our node!, where

Cased -JII itisiijht into the physics

of t!s<! prcbler., onu can often construct recursion

relationships for randan-walk tin©-K««rics simulations

that provide the required sequence!: of stochastic

.uaqples without conplete knowledge of the PDF, given

sasly the s:::tia! conditions and sufficient data to

(iatcmine the jtrokicR.*

S"or t.'iu trdjibct^fies outlined so far, we could

devisv oewral different types of recursion rela-

tionshsi-sj r,h»? exact forr; of vneli would depend on

what sypc of .»d;i:t :o::.il netcarologica! inputs wo

c'r.osc- to usii. Generally, these JRJIUSM voult! Stave

ar. ir.t«gi'-»l, or tine-avoraqed characters »nd the

rocuru i--:; r^littionnbipu wtiul<l cor.tant kvy paramtcr!!

to Lv fixed by rc:;uinr.<j that the apt>ro;;ridtc-

««i«ctnd-valuB ciiarattcriatics of Use randoB wa.ks

Bitth cheao Ar.tc(ji:a5 c!at>i. (She larger the tstsriwr

o/ cinr.ificar.t paracctcro and, E:cnco, the tody of

casic iSatj to which the nodcl is fsomaliaecE, the

t-roftiicr the inherent cai>Al}ilitv of t!»? nodel.)

As discussed earlier, a principal goal of Shis

offort is to e»dcl j:ro|;crly t)ic dispersal of an

airi;ori;e contaminant: cloud as it is acted upon by

realistic turbulence fields with a contlnuun of

frequencies spanning nAny or<i«ta of nagriituiie. If

thti acxiel jo to Jsavo breadth of applicability ssa-

iwnsuratc with this capability, it should also be

able to respond properly to different atmospheric

turbulence structures. It therefore seerm appro-

priate that the turbulence ;>ower Gpectrun should !JC

an input for a given cloud simulation and that this

input should constitute a basic class of data to

which the model is normalized. This choice gives

us the additional insight required to construct

wind-velocity rc.Tursion relationships.

Later discussions identify the velocity auto-

covariance function U^ (n) as a convenient means

(u.+n
(3)

These functions will be obtained ir a straight-

forward Banner by a weighted Fourier transfer™ of

the input turbulence uower spectrun. They measure

correlations between velocity fluctuations {relative

v> tin; nc4n> at any step i and fluctuations at any

other step i • a in the trajectory. These functions

allow us to relate the velocity at j to the velocity

at precciSirs; steps, which (jives us a basis for

tietensitsifig this recursion relationships.

We can now write a velocity recursion relation-

:;hi[i (for u that has the properties outlined so

far. It ncrcly statis that the deviation frora the

r.t'./ir. field of & velocity cobpsnent at u. consists

of a weighted sur. of the preceding deviations in

the trajectory plus a current, random, snail-scale

contribution selected fron the one-step PCF; that

iu.. (4)

This recursion relationship, in conjunction with an

initial condition, gives u. at u. in terras of the

nwan wind field, the previous u*s in the trajectory,

and the ranttorly selected elements '..u., it gives

us a rantSom independent sample, at u., from

fu-u *ui " "j'* ** e xP e c t e d< i ( contains a set of

parameters 6. i # plu« the PDF for Aa., thav must be

Lixed by input data.

An initial position u is obtained from the

starting cloud description a..d an initial velocity

condition is implicit in the definition of the

small-scale PDF; that is, for the first step in the

random walk.

(5

Recall that the cloud-simulation approach we are
describing is an example of this technique. Each
simulated trajectory is a sample from an unknown
PDF.

where A ^ is a sample frora the small-scale PDF.

If we assume*

See footrace on p. 3.



<Au.> = 0,

then, from Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), we have

= <uQ>

<(u2 - U2)> = <u2> -

+ <Au > = 0;

The problem is now determined, since the 8.= .

can be obtained directly from the definition in

En. (3). The recursion relationship gives (u. - u.)

in terms of the preceding (a^ - u.) in the trajec-

tory through the correlation parameters 6- •; and
J '^

these, in turn, are fixed by the upstream autocovari-

ance functions as follows. Multiplying Eq. W by

u. - u. , where k < j, and then taking the expected

value of both sides, we get

" V
so that

<u2>
or, since

= 0, for

we get

3 - 1- £
i = 1

k » 1,2,3,... j-1. (8)

and Eq. (4) satisfies the condition in Eq. (1).

To complete the formal model, we need an expli-

cit form for the small-scale PDF. & noraal distri-

bution appears adequate for this purpose. (Also see

Sec. III-C.

For a given j , there are j - 1 of these linear

equations in the j - 1 unknowns 6. ̂ « These can be

solved directly for the 8s.

To illustrate, we use

fl.(-n) = <(u. - Sj) (u..n - u. _ n » (9,

p(Au> - J » I exp {-Au2/2CT? ) 5 N (0,0? ) . * (7)

Random samples are easily obtained from this distri-

bution, so it is convenient for our purposes.

•Note that <Au> - 0 as assumed in Eq. (6).

and consider the first four steps.

- Au
r

* Note, however, that the formulation used to derive
flj(n) from the turbulence spectrum must also have
this property; otherwise, an analogous property
appropriate to the formulation used must be sub-
stituted for Eq. (9). An example of this is
discussed later.



U2 - B2,l

where 62 j_ is obtained from

U3 " S3.1 (U1 " V + 63,2 <U2 '

where 8, , and 8, „ are obtained from

3 1*1 (0) * S3,2"l (1)f (k

fi,(l) - 8, , fl. (1) + g, , «, (0), (k • 2)
2. 3,1 1 J|* *

U4 " 34,1 (U1 " V + S4.2 <U2 " U2>

+ B4,3 (U3 "

where the 8s are obtained from

B4,3
(k - 1);

(1)

+ 64,3«2 (1)'

B4,3«3 (0)'

2);

0.)

(k - 3),

etc.

III. METEOROLOGICAL EASES FOR SPECIFICATION OF INPUT
DATA

A. Background

Two things are required of a turbulent-diffusion

model. It must be sensitive to the primary forcing

mechanism (fluid turbulence) and it must provide

the mathematical vehicle for translating the inputs

c£ source configuration and turbulence into air

concentrations. A separate but related concept

deals with the quality of the input data. These

data may include time and space variations in the

mean transport flow and turbulence, and details on

the structure of turbulence, such as the probability

density function of velocity fluctuations> anisot-

ropy, and the spectral distribution of turbulence

kinetic energy. These details represent a demanding

set of observations for practical diffusion codes,

but a goal for the diffusion model should be to

see that the mathematical vehicle does not limit

the specification of inputs. The model should be

able to accept and use as much detail as the user

can provide, whether from direct measurement, phys-

ical hypothesis, or climatology. Reducing the de-

tail i.a the input variables is <\ simple logistical

matter.

As presently formulated, our model requires

probability density, functions for the small-scale

fluctuations of orthogonal velocity components.

Also, the Lagrangian spectrum of turbulence kinetic

energy provides a basic input from which the non-

stationary <scale-dependent) diffusion inputs are

derived. The need for artificially separating a

long-range transport-diffusion problem int;o several

separate time regimes is eliminated by providing a

brood-enough energy spectrum at the outset. Contami-

nant travel time then becomes one of the fundamental

time scales of the problem.

In the following sections, we describe tech-

niques for deriving and estimating inputs for the

large-scale mean transport winds, the small-scale

PDFs o* velocity fluctuations, and the scaled-

dependent diffusion parameters.

B. Mean Wind Fields

In broad terns the net transport of pollutant

is ascribed to that part of the flow that can be

specified deteministically, whereas the diffusion

represents a stochastic spreading of material about

the centroid. If the travel time is l?rge, those

scales of motion that are clearly transport compo-

nents in .early travel may become part of the sto-

chastic field, but this situation should generally

present no serious problem. The deterministic part



of the wind field may be derived on large scales

from synoptic analyses and on local scales from

local tower wind measurements. An important

intermediate class of problem, particularly in

regions of significant topographic variation, is

mesoscale transport flow, which has recently gained

attention because of many practical applications

for plant siting and safety analysis. Efforts to

determine the wirJ field for specific regions have

centered on techniques for interpolating within net-

works of observing sites and on dynamic esti-

mates of flows around terrain obstacles or thermally

disturbed areas.

An important feature of the current model is

that gradients in the mean wind field do not limit

the model, a valuable property in the boundary

layer where vertical gradients of the horizontal

flow are a vital part of the flow structure. In

applications to date, the transport flow has been

derived by interpolation from an upper-level

synoptic-scale data base. The data base and inter-

polation scheme are described in Appendix A.

C. Small-Scale Probability Density Functions

A fundamental input requirement of the present

model is the probability density function for each

component of the turbulence fluctuations. Pas-

quill offers empirical evidence that a Gaussian

distribution of eddy velocities in the atmospheric

boundary layer provides an adequate working basis

for most practical problems. Dutton and Deaven

and Frenkiel and Klebenoff14 have tested the valid-

ity of the Gaussian distribution and have suggested

that small departures imply important interpreta-

tions of turbulence dynamics. For example, the

intermittency of small-scale clear-air turbulence

gives rise to extended periods of relatively calm

air and a few sudden accelerations. This tends to

sharpen the peak of the distribution function

slightly.

The present application doesn't call for new

insights into the dynamics but does require a

reasonable approximation to the distribution for

kinetic purposes. That is, we are sampling for

fluctuations about a mean trajectory primarily to

estimate the dispersion of trajectories. We are

less interested in isolated bursts of intense

small-scale turbulence than in more continuous

meandering of the wind vector due to low-intensity

variations over a wide range of scales in the free

atmosphere and in the boundary layer. Data on these

variations are somewhat scarce, but three sets of

records have been analyzed. Trajectories of

constant-density balloons at about 10-ten altitude

were analyzed by Mantis, and a series of trajec-

tories at about 1-km altitude was run by the Air

Resources Laboratory, NOAA. Kao and Wo .s

present aircraft date in the vicinity of the jet

stream that are adequate to estimate the distribu-

tion of longitudinal and lateral mesoscale velocity

fluctuations. Figure 1 is a plot of the probability

density functions derived from the above three

sources. All three satisfy the Gaussian relation

between the 95 to 98% tails. From these results,

it is reasonable to select a Gaussian function for

the distribution of velocity fluctuations in compo-

nents parallel and transverse to the mean flow.

An important complication develops in regions

of strong velocity gradients, such as the lower

boundary layer, namely, the existence of joint PDFs

between components, or Reynolds "tresses. These

correlations between orthogonal velocity fluctua-

tions account for momentum transfer and will also

produce distortions in an expanding cloud of con-

taminant. Well away from a bounding surface,

however, the Reynolds stresses are expected to be

very small. Also, the existence of correlated

components does not necessarily introduce serious

problems in a diffusion estimation scheme. It is

necessary to study the relative scales of motions

contributing to the momentum flux and to the dis-

persion. Close to the ground in neutral or stable

•MANTIS (R«l 15)11963)
4 K M *N0 WOOCS W«M7)(B64)
»AIR RESOURCES U S FLIGHT

(5/11/63)

r i
0.01 0.1 0,5 2 10 30 SO TO 90 98 99.8 99.99

PERCENT OF TIME VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS

Fig. 1. Composite cumulative frequency distribution
for mesoscale, free-atmosphere, turbulent
velocity fluctuations.



thermal stratification, snail-scale motions dominate

the Reynolds stresses. If the dispersing cloud is

large compared with this scale, these eddies will

be ineffective in the diffusion process. Therefore,

the distortions they produce will be insignificant.

However, if the cloud dimension arid the correlated

eddies are of similar scale, any dispersion formu-

lation that neglects the correlation will be in

error. The extent of this error must fee determined

by explicit sensitivity analyses.

D. Scale-Dependent Inputs in the Intermediate
Regime

One very important aspect of atmospheric tur-

bulent diffusion is the broad range of eddy sizes

present to work on the diffusing cloud of tracer

material. The kinetic energy of the wind is distri-

buted over all scales from global to microscale,

though not uniformly, nor is it eguipartitioned

among the directional components. Specifying the

amount of turbulent energy in various eddy-size

ranges and among the components, as functions of

location and time, constitutes a major part of the

problem of estimating turbulent diffusion. The

other main aspect of the problem is to determine

how the specified turbulence field acts on a cluster

of tracer particles.

First, we'll discuss the structure of atmos-

pheric turbulence in very general terms. The atmos-

phere is bounded laterally by the circumference

of the earth, but its vertical dimension i3 only

«r> iff* »•• Kfi io"

a few tens of kilometers. A notion system will

thus become predominantly horizontal in structure

as its size exceeds this vertical dimension. The

directional components of velocity are not actually

independent, so the restrictions imposed on the

vertical scales are reflected to some extent in the

horizontal components.

One very -iseful way to present and interpret

data on atmospheric turbulence structure is with

the power spectrum, which is essentially a Fourier-

transformed statistical wind field describing

kinetic energy as a function of frequency or wave

number. Figure 2 shows a typical spectrum, after
18

Panofsky. The dynamics of global circulation

determine significant wind variations on the

so-called synoptic scale of several days. Another

significant input to kinetic-energy variations

occurs at periods of several minutes because of

shear-induced (mechanical) and thermally generated

convective turbulence. There has been considerable

speculation about the relative minimum in energy

for periods between several minutes and a few hours.

For many applications, the assumption of a "meso-

scale gap" is a useful and important concept. In

estimating transport, however, weak eddies or those

with a low probability of occurrence can introduce

significant errors if not taken into account.

Figure 2 shows us that we must consider addies of

all scales in problems involving several hours of

transport in the free atmosphere. *•• .

It will be useful here to discuss the effects

of various averaging procedures as spectral filters

in wave-number space. (We often find that mathemat-

ical procedures are similar for different manifesta-

tions of spectral influence, but interpretations may

be very different.) The relevant problems here are

(1) averaging of directly observed wind velocity

fluctuations, (2) diffusion of an infinitely long

sequence of particles released from a point, and

(3) diffusion of a finite cluster of tracer parti-

cles.

Pasquill discusses the effects on velocity

variance of total observation time T 2 and resolution

tine lrl « the time over which individual observa-

tions are averaged. He presents the expression

Fig. 2. Turbulent-energy spectrum over a wide range
of frequencies (after Panofsky, 1969). ;



T 1 #T 2

dv, (10)

where a is the velocity variance, F{v) is the
T1»T2

power spectral density at frequency v, and v is in

cycles per second. A similar effect on the autoco-

variance function, due to a sampling time TV, is

expressed by

COS 2TTVT dV, (11)

where T is lag time.

Equation (10) suggests that, as the total

observation time increases, the observed variance

will increase. This relation is logical, since a

longer observation time allows us to observe the

inputs of larger and larger eddies. Similarly, as

the basic resolution time T. gets large, we reject

eddies with periods smaller than T., so the measured

variance decreases.
19A classical analysis applied to an ensemble

of particle displacements x gives insight into the

rcle of turbulence structure on the second moment

of the particle distribution. The results, elegantly

extended by Kempe de Feriet, give the spectral

dependence of the second moment in one-dimensional,

homogeneous turbulence.

(12)

where u is velocity and the subscript L refers to

the Langrangian measurement frame. The second

term in the integrand is a filter on the spectrum

in the same sense as the last term in Eq. (10).

For small T. (time from release), all scales of*
^ 2

motion contribute to the growth of <x >; but, as

T2 grows, larger and larger eddies dominate the

process. An important difference between Eqs. (10)

and (12) is that the formulation leading to Eq.

(12) is based on following tracer particle* through

a flow and therefore is a Langrangian measurement,

whereas Eq. (10) represents an Eulerian measure-
12

ment. Pasquill suggested a simple scale trans-

formation between the Eulerian and Lagrangian

spectra that would yield the second moment in terms

of the Eulerian measurements.

(13)

where 6 is now the ratio of Langranginn to Eulerian

time scales of turbulence.

A cluster of particles released into the

turbulence field described by Fig. 2 will not

utilize all scales of motion at all times for its

growth. Rather, the cloud behaves as a filter on

the spectrum, using only certain scales for its

dispersive growth. Large eddies (compared with the

particle separation distance) tend to transport

particles coherently rather than dispersing them.

Small eddies produce small-scale motions that cancel

one another, leading to no net dispersion. There-

fore, only turbulent motions on the scale of the

separation distance of the particles will serve

to increase the relative separation. As the

cluster grows, however, it will "see" larger scales

of motion, and its growth will be time dependent.

Figure 3, adapted from Corssin, demonstrates

schematically the filtering effect as a cluster

of tracer particles expands in a turbulent field.

Corssin introduced the concept of dispersion

efficiency to account fevr the fact that large eddies

cotransport the cluster. Hence, the efficiency

rises sharply in the range of the clutter size

(Fig. 3). In the portion of the spectrum of

interest to us, however, the energy decreases in

going from large to small scales. The net spectral

contribution is a product of the energy and effi-

ciency and is expected to peak at about the clutter

dimension.

The quantitative expression of Fig. 3 it

difficult because the relative diffusion process is

basically nomtationary. For guidance in the

specification of functional forms for the efficiency
19we depend on Taylor's analysis of single-particle

diffusion, which it a stationary process. Following

a similar logic, Patquill arrives at the expression

10
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where t is a tina-scale characteristic of source

size, and T_ is travel time.

The spectral filtering effect introduced by a

finite but growing clou.i, in a domain characterized

by a fundamental resolution tine T,, is reflected

in the autocovaziance function through

cos2?VTdv,(IS)

where T 2 is the travel tide. Equation CIS) can be

interpreted as the autocovarlance function generated

by a particle trajectory with a resolution Tj and

travel time T,. Equation (15) provide* th* basic

inputs required to generate a trajectory from the

rj. (4) recursion relationships! where we note that

the paraneters in Eq. (IS) ax* identified in term*

of the random walk parauwCfirs as follows.

Tj • time resolution of th* aodel • At.

V, • travel tine • t*.

T - lag tia* « nftt.

In closing this discussion, vm should not*

a subtle hat Important characteristic of Bq» CISIf

namely, that it does not have the consultative prop-

erty of Eq. (9). This is a direct result of the

fact that Eq. (15) is not exact. Although our dif-

fusion model gives a detailed description of the mn-

stAtionary diffusion process, Eq. (15) is derived

on the basis of quasi-stationary Meteorological

data and has the stationary property

(16)

Equation (16) sust therefore be substituted for

Eq. (9) if Eq. (15) is used to evaluate the

6. . for Eq. (4). Otherwise, an inconsistency

between Eqs. (B) and (15) is introduced that can

lead to singularities in the 6s, and the trajec-

tories can "blow up."

IV. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
A. Model Suawary

For reference proposes, it will be useful to

susaarixe the <".'=rall approach.

Fundamental assumptionst

• Particle-particle interactions can be
ignored.

• Particle voluaws can be ignored.
Other assumptionss

• Statistical fluctuations of the wind compo-
nents about their respective means <tr*
mutually independent.

• PDFs for the skill-scale fluctuations (on
the time scale of At) are normal, with
mean zero.

Inputst

1. Large-scale wind field giving u(u), v(w),
and w(u) for all c-. • (x.,y.,z^,tj).

3. Turbulence power spectrum F(v).spanning the

frequency rang* of interest.*

•t

4. t o • starting time. S ^ • location of cloud

5. f(ro) • initial cloud (source) configuration.
6. N * number of trajectories to be calculated.
7. K - ntMfeer of step* in each trajectory.

y p y , we haw u*e& w • 4U h"1 ce ©.02 h"*
fer mtr |»i-c4»J«»*.

tttese eml& lie esteulanjd ttom the
it*|Mi j»t««r «i«sccrw». Me have gwnauny pre-
ferred i« estimate them parantters



Trajectory simulations

1. Calculate tha inquired «fc values for Eq. <8)

from Eq. (IS).

2. Solve Eq. (8) for tha required 0 l#

3. Cat (x0, yQ, zo) by randoai sampling from

f(ro).

4. Gat u o - S(u o). v0- v{uo), Zo~ 5o(«o) from

tha input data base.

5. Pick random samples

6. u, • u_ + Au,.

wl * 5o *

7. Gat Wj - (

AVj, AwL fro*

respectively.

* 1 '

0 +

o

0

y i ' z i ' fc:

*h - xo -
/Ay. • y •1 o
Aij - zo •

. ) , where*

y v x A t ,

y u x A t ,

y wx A t ,

At.

Iteration (n - 1 tines) of -'Jit following then

produces a series of steps in the u-space; that is,

• random-walk trajectory.

8. C5at u j + 1 - u(u>j+1), 7 j + 1 - 7 ( U j + 1 ) , w j + 1

- w(u.+ ) from the data base.

Note: (u, v, w) for preceding steps are, of course,

still available.

9. Pick Auj+1. Avj+1, Aw.+1 from N(0, a ^ ) ,

10. Calculate '-ij+1»
 vj+i' wj+i from the Eq* '4'

recursion relationships.

11. Gat to.+1 by advancing the trajectory by*

large-scale mean Mind field, and tha source condi-

tions. The modal then calculates appropriate

covariance functions from the turbulence spectrum,

solves for the step-by-stap 8. ,, and than generates

M random-walk particle trajectories by using the

velocity recursion relationships and the large-ccale

wind-field data base.

B. Illustrative Ensemble-Property Estimators

A variety of statistical relationships are

implicit in tha model. For example.

2=
u

(u. - - <u >2

j - 1

i - 1

or,

°u 2 ' S 1 ̂j.i
i - 1

where we have used

<Auj(uj

(j - i) + o A u '•,
j

(17)

- <AUj
2>

Cloud-ensemble properties are also directly

available; for example,

j j

(18)

i « 1 i - 1

At E" (19*

i-l

wj+l At'

12. Repeat steps 8 through 11 (n - 1 tines for

tha complete trajectory).

TO review, we input an atmospheric turbulence

energy spectrum, the one-step a& parameters, a

that is, the expected-value path of the cloud cen-

troid is the mean path determined by the large-scale

mean wind field.*

In general, the cloud-ensemble properties are

too complex to be obtained by such simple procedures

(otherwise, the random-walk simulation would not be

necessary). Such properties are, however, implicit

See the SPOOR footnote on p. 24. *See last paragraph of Appendix A, however.
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in the set of particle trajectories and are readily

available through simple tallying techniques using

the particle s'jate variables generated in the cal-

culation. For example, the variance 0 of the
r

particle distribution about the cloud centroid (at

any step j) is a parameter of basic interest. Let

M « number of trajectories generated,

m • trajectory index » 1, 2, 3, ... M,

(x. , y. , z. ) - position of particle m at
am 3m am > t e p j {tiam fc }_

The position of the cloud centroid at t. is (x. ,

V m-1

M

m-1

xjm'
(20a)

(20b)

2jc " ff E zjm ' (20c)

The radial position of particle m from the centroid

at t. is

rjm" (xjm-xjc'

with magnitude

rjm"

" V'

(21)

The parameter C_ is than estimated by
rj

% ' — . * -
^2 _ 1

where tha S U M ar« taken over all the particle

trajectories in tha calculation. Appendix B

discusses another example.

C. The SPOOR Code

Ha hava implemented this diffusion model

in a FORTRAN IV CDC-7600 code system called SPOOR.*

The code is based on modular programming concepts

and emphasizes flexibility and versatility. For

example, we can input mean wind-fAeld data from a

climatological data base or by means of real-time

analyses, or from a separate, subjectively defined

data base. The cede will accept these data in

either geographic (latitude-longitude) coordinates

or in thi National Meteorological Center's (I,J)

coordinates.** This flexibility aids parameter

and sensitivity studies! for example, the user

can specify his own wind field or storm system for

preselected portions of the position-time phase

space.

The awst important advantage of the code's

modular structure is that we can easily change or

replace the modules that make up the code. Upgrad-

ing is thus easily accomplished as we feed back

(into the code) new data and insight gained into

the physics of the simulations. This feature also

makes extensions to different classes of transport

problems or to other phase-space regimes much easier.

Ha have also developed a "chain" capability

that allows us to increase the time step At system-

atically as a function of travel time throughout a

simulation. Tha user can decrease the time resolu-

tion of the calculation a* travel time increases,

consistent with the decreasing resolution required

as larger and larger scales of motion domiiw:^ the

diffusion process. This flexibility can markedly

reduce tha number of time steps in a given calcula-

tion to effect large savings in computer costs for

long transport times. The practical range of cloud

travel times that can be simulated is oxtended

correspondingly.

The present version of SPOOR assumes u and v

velocity-component correlations between * given

time step and the three preceding tisw steps

I i - j - 3, j - 2, j - 1 in Eq.M)]. li.is se

SPOOR is the work of R. Allenson, LASL» a detailed
report is in preparation.

"Appendix A gives transformations between tha (x,y)
and the NMC (I,J) coordinate systems.
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to be sufficient for the problems we have addressed

so far* (At of 0.1 h, travel tines of up to a few

hours, aiddl*/ troposphere) and is consistent with

the correlations implicit in the turbulence data

we have used. Longer travel tines (or smaller At)

would require more terms in Eq. (4). He can easily

incorporate such extensions into SPOOR, and plan

to do so. Computing times should be relatively

insensitive to the number of terms included, we

have not yet explored these topics in detail,

however.

The present SPOOR also uses only one correlated

tern for the vertical velocity component w, that is,

«.. Bw(wj-1 " V l ' + A w j ' (23)

where Y w • 1 - 6 W is an input constant. This

simplified treatment is a holdover from an earlier

version of the code and is an indication of its

evolving character. Equation (23) also illustrates

a point about our overall modeling approach, an

approach designed to allow continuing, orderly

evolution of the physics embodied in the code. A

key element in this evolution is reliance on user

feedback based on the calculated results—feedback

of improved understanding incorporated through

simple, routine, code-module modification*. This

approach places a premium on exhaustive verification

of the overall coda framework, and we have devoted

much effort to such verification. For illustration,

Appendix B gives an example of such a process, one

that, in this instance, is possible only because of

the simplified form of Eq. (23).

We have not yet used this code to explore ver-

tical-transport phenomena to any substantial extent,

although the mechanic* of the system ara all opera-

tional. So far, we have incorporated only on* set

of vertical boundary conditional a simple specular

reflection of w. at x • i ^ and at * - *J||in, where

xmax *nd *ain *r* input numbers. I*ter we will enow

• sample calculation illustrating vertical transport

and shear effects.

•An early version of StOOft included correlations
with only on* immediately preceding time step.
Cloud-ensemble properties war* generally within •
few tans of percent of those from the peasant coda.
and computer running times were essentially the

Two source geometries are now available in the

SPOOR package: a point source and a cylindrical

source (axis in the z-direction) with arbitrary

radius, height, and vertical position in the atmos-

phere. The cylinder can have either a uniform or a.

Gaussian initial particle distribution in either the

axial or radial direction (or both). Other source

geometries and distributions can also be readily

incorporated, of course.

The code uses slightly over 47 000 words of

fast core storage and about 37 000 words of slow

storage, the latter being primarily for the built-in

mean-wind data base (Appendix A ) . These figures

also include buffer blocks for accumulation and

output of complete descriptions of all variables in

all trajectories.

SPOOR output consists of a data tape containing

state variables (p., r., t.) for all time steps and

all trajectories. We can also list intermediate data

(p., Ap., Ar.) for each trajectory as the calculation

proceeds. Modules to make thia listing and to calcu-

late and list the means and variances of the state-

variable components are integral parts of the code.

This second listing also gives input data and calcu-

lated (3« automatically.

An important adjunct to the development of SPOOR

has been the development of computer graphics codes

for displaying SPOOR results.* These codes use spe-

cially prepared subsets of the SPOOR output tapes to

generate a variety of particle and cloud-ensemble

displays. These displays include two- and three-

dimensional (perspective) snapshots and motion pic-

tures of particle ensembles, in aither black and

white or color, plus running displays of differen-

tial and integral ensemble characteristics. The

displays provide valuable information about the

statistical and physical behavior of the "clouds."

We have run over 100 cloud simulations, both

real cases to compare our cloud data with those in

the literature and fictionalised cases to learn more

about the details of statistical and ensemble

behavior and the intricacies of transport phenomena

in the transient regime between t - 0 and t - 1 to

10 h. Ha also have examined the sensitivity of

results to internal modal details and to wide varia-

tions in the input data.. He find the coda and

•Primarily the work of H. Rich, LASL.
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Fig. 4. Sample problem: input data.

model to be well behaved} ensemble statistical

information accumulates BO rapidly that we feel

no urge to incorporate any of the standard Mont*

Carlo variance-reducing techniques (importance

sampling, for example) into the code. We typically

run between 1000 and 10 000 5-h trajectories
4 5

(5 x 10 to 5 x 10 time steps) for a given problem

at tht rate of 1000 trajectories (5 x 10 steps) in

about 35 to '10 s.

D. Sample Calculations

Figures 4-8 show the results from an illustra-

tive calculation.

Figure 4 gives the problem-description input.

The source (TYPE « 12) is a cylinder with uniform

(in area) radial particle distribution and Gaussian

vertical distribution. It has a radius <RC) of

0.5 km, a half thickness (DELTAZ) of 0.1 km, and a

total source-strength normalization factor (YIELD)

of O.4.* The initial rhase-space location (see

Appendix A) of the center of the cylinder is height

(ALT) - 2.98874 Mb, I Q - 35.12983, JQ • 25.93686

(or latitude - 50.73932, longitude - 9.67496), and

tQ • 0007 h, 17 September 1966. vertical boundary

conditions (ZTYPE) &re those described on p. 14,

with ZMAX • 12 km and ZMIH « o. Other input param-

eters are N - number of time steps per trajectory

- 51, M - number of trajectories to be calculated

- 5000, DT - At » 0.1 h, OhKMAH - Vfc - 0.94, SIGMAU

" % •"* S 1 G H A V * ffAv < b o t h " 1* 6 ym/l>)' S I G M A W

- o. •* • 0.72 km/h, ^ SIGHAK » standard deviation

of Gaussian radial source distribution (not used in

this case) - 0, SXGMAZ 'standard deviation for

Gaussian axial source distribution « 0.05 km, and

WBAR » mean vertical wind field - w. » o. The input

turbulence spectrum is also given in Fig. 4, where

SO is in cycles per hour and WI-PHI-H0 has units of

kmZ/h2.

Figure 5 lists the resultant 8s calculated by

SPOOR, Fig. 6 shows the step-to-step means and

variances of the state variables,* and Fig. 7 gives

the covariance of I and J at each step. Figure 8

is a time ft) plot of 0"r, the standard deviation

of the particle radii about the1 cloud centroid.

Figure 9 shows computer-generated displays of

vertical slices along the I-axis through the particle

ensemble at several trajectory travel times. A

pronounced vertical shear is evident, resulting

fro* variations in the horizontal wind speed as a

function of altitude. These shear effects arc

three-dimensional, of course, because the horizontal

wind vectors have direction and magnitude gradients

in both time and altitude.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Illustrative Cloud Simulations

The novel and somewhat revolutionary character

of this atmospheric diffusion model places a spaeial

burden on the interpretation of results. First,

specific features and behavior of our results should

be discussed, including sensitivities and asymptotic

behavior. Second, certain kny input variables should

•This is not used in SPOOR but is part of the output
tape to be used by a subsequent output-processing
code.

*The u, v, w, t and r variables are in kilometers
and hoursi one (I,J) unit = 362 km for this case.
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TIME ••••••••••••• RET* ARRAY ••••••••••••
STEP CD <2> (3)

1
t
3
4
5
6
7
ft
o.
10
11
1?
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
2?
23
24
25
26
2?
2ft
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
34
37
3"
39
40
41
4?
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
SI

0.
0.
0
. 4 2 5 2

-••3281E-02
-.156936-02

• 4 4 4 3 E 2
.10039E-01
.12S91E-01
.14869E-P1
.16820E-01
.18545E-P1
.20308E-Q1
.22077E-01
.23428E-01
.24417E-M
.25249E-M
.26064E-01
,26728E-«1
•27479E-01
,2781lE-ni
.28472E-01
•29430E-01
.29875E-O1
.31019E-01
3
. J 1 1 1
«J?057E-01

.3316PEM
•33493E-01
.33685E-01
.33792E-O1

E

,3<»563E-M
,3«»587E-(»1
•36S15E-41
.3?98?E-nl

.348S1E-01
•35540E-01
•3527flE-ri
.36058E-O1
.3601AE-01

.3*525E-«1

.3»8?7E-01

.35820E-01

0.
0*
-.74395E-02
-.10632E-0?

.13177E-01
•230S3E-01
•29551E-01
O4262E-0136
.39980E-01
.42728E-01
•45003E-01
.47631E-01
.48072E-01
.49556E-01
.50752E-H1
•52C57E-01
•53?01E-01

•S4656E-01

.55695E-01

•<567«lf.-01
.56869E-A1
.•S7069F-01

•59124E-01
.58239E-01
.5B720E-01
5 o O
•59476E-01
•59P93E-O1
•60344E-01
.59P47E-01
.58494E-01
.60R33E-01
.59460F-01
.61346F-41
.43554001
.71390E-01

.62P12E-01

.6159*E-ni

.56M*F-P1
•62300E-01

*5r

.5H957F-01

.25109E«00
3
.469335*00
•52669Et00
.5687«F«0e

6?5
,6465?F*00
.6615AE«OO
.67430E*0«
,6»4?4F»00

.70949F*0»

.7)543^*00

• 734l1F*0'0
•73842F«00
.743*4F»00
.74454F«00
• 4 E 0 0
.7495BF.00
.75092E»00
.751685*00
.754?flE*00
.7«5554F*00

M5
•75817F*00
.7ft044F*00

6
•7«213E«00
.7653^*00
7306FOO. 6 3 O

.76677**00

.7AS94F»00
,7«i925F»00
•76900E»00
«767MF*Q0

.7A961F«00
0

•7706MF«00
.77|16F«0D

.77i62r*00
,77232F*«0

Fig. 5. Sampla problani calculated 6*.

be coaparad with tha inputs of oth«r, mora standard

nodals. Third, it is nacassary to show that bulk

faaturas of our calculated cloudi cowpart with

availabla data.

Figuras 1C through 13 show calculated clustar-

growth curvas as a function of traval tiaa t for

three different input spactra and for various source

sizes. The ordinate in these figuras is the stan-

dard deviation ar of the tracer-particle radial

distribution about the cloud centroid. Figure 14

is the set of three turbulent-energy spectra used

for theje test calculations. The spectra are derived

from a composite diagram offered by Vinnechenko and
22

Button. The designations low, mdiua, and high

spectrum respectively identify the lower bound,

median, and upper bound of the composite.

Figure 10 shows af vs t for the three input

spectra with separate, characteristic 0^ parameters

for the small-scale fluctuations. The source is a

1-km diam, vertically oriented disk (no vertical

transport is included) with uniform area distribu-

tion of material. Figure 11 demonstrates the effect

of changing source size with a point source and

disk sources of 0.2-, 1-, and 6-kn diam. Figure

12, a counterpart of Fig. 10, uses the same three

spectra but a common a.. Figure 13 demonstrates

the ro.'.e of correlated velocity fluctuations by

comparing point-source calculations for the three

spectra with completely uneorrelated random walks.

We discuss each of theea figures in detail below.

B. Cloud Growth vs Input Spectrum

One very useful model output is the growth

rate of the particle ensemble. For the free

atmosphere, this growth rate is virtually the only

quantity we can test empirically. The parameter

selected to describe the cloud size is ac, the radial

standard deviation of the particle distribution.

Figure 10 is a display of a vs time out to

10 h for the three spactra described above. The

small-scale eddy kinetic energy in each instance is

characterized by a o & specified independently and

consistently for each spectral input. The key

features of interest in this figure are the relative

positions and characteristic shapes of the curves•

The ensemble dimension o r is greatest for the high

spectrum and smallest for the low spectrum, with

the median spectrum between. The curves have slopes

that increase monotonically with traval time for

several hours. In the law-spectrum case, the early

slope ia very shallow, giving rise to a relatively

sharp knee in the curve at 0.3 to 0.7 h. This

characteristic shape depends on both the initial

source sice and the small-scale energy available for

early growth. A sharp knee for the low-energy

spectrum results from the fact that the accumulated

random displacements become comparable to the ini-

tial source size only after several tenths of an
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hour. Larger random fluctuations, however, give

rise to an earlier "lots of memory" of the original

cluster distension, and thus shallower knees. Each

curve of Fig. 10 shows a characteristic knee at

about the sane travel time, with a slight shift to

longer travel times for lower values of a^.

Batchelor formalizes the roles of turbulence

energy and source size for the particular case of

eddies governed by similarity theory. The integra-

ted form of Batchelor's expression for early times is

<J2(t) - l.33c(eao)
2/3t2. (24)

where <3Q is the standard deviation of the initial

cluster, c is a constant (~1), e is the turbulent

dissipation rate, and t is travel time.

Equation (24) exhibits a knee at about the time

the second term on the right-hand side of the equa-

tion becomes comparable to the first term on the

right. Estimates place the knee at less than 0.1 h

for high turbulence levels to a few tenths of an

hour for low turbulence levels. Table I compares

the fundamental input parameter 0 A of the present

model to e, the basic turbulence parameter of the

similarity theory. These estimates were derived by

assuming a -5/3 power-law turbulence spectrum from

u • 10 h" to very high frequencies.

TABLE I

PARAMETER ESTIMATES

0fl(km/h)

0.2

0.4

o.a
1.6

3.6

7.6

16.6

Subjective Pilot De-
scriptions

No turbulence

Ho tutbulence

No turbulence

Light turbulence
(clear air)

Moderate turbulence

Severe turbulence

Thunderstorm turbu-
lence

100

1000

104

The slopes of the curves in Fig. 10 for travel

tines between about 1 and 10 h are in the range of

1.1 to 1.2. Batchelor'« theory suggests that, if

eddies with periods greater than 0.1 h satisfy a

similarity relationship, the slopes of the growth

curves should be 1.5. The input spectra for the
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COMPLETE REAWINO1UU 3

Fig. 7. Sample problem: step-to-step covariance of
I and J.

curves of Fig. 10, however, were not constrained

to satisfy a similarity condition. An interesting

feature i s the greater-than-linear growth for travel

times where the diffusion i s dominated by eddies

in a steeply rising part of the turbulence spectrum.;

001 01 I
TRAVEL TIME,I (h)

Fig. 8. Sample problem: growth curve of radial
standard deviation for particle ensemble.

C. Effect of Changing Source Size

Figure 11 shows results from a series of

calculations in which four source sizes were run tor

the medium spectrum with o, = 1.6 km/h. At long

travel times, the curves asymptotically approach

the cluster-growth curve for a point source. Each

finice-sized source exhibits the characteristic

knee described above; and the knee tends to be

sharper and to occur later as the initial source

becomes larger. Hence, for a cylindrical source

of 3-km radius, the first rapid growth begins at a

travel time of about 1 h, whereas, for a 0.1-km

cloud, the knee is not discernible within the time

resolution of the problem; that is, it occurs at

less than 0.1 h. If an objective measure of the

position of the knee is taken to be the time t,

at which a « 2O , Eq. (24) suggests that tt is

proportional t o o . Estimating this relation from
0 9

Fig. 11 gives tt « 0^ .

D. Spectral Effects on correlated Velocity
Components

Figure 12 represents a computational experiment

that does not give a practical result but which gives

considerable insight into the relative roles of the

random and correlated velocity fluctuations. Calcu-

lations were performed for the three input spectra

but with a single 0.. Although this procedure is

unrealistic because higher energy in the mesoscale

range is expected to be associated with increased

small-scale turbulence, it does help us focus on the

role of mesoscale fluctuations.

The most obvious result is that the relative

positions of the curves are reversed compared with

19
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Fig. 9. Sample problem: vertical distribution of particle ensemble along I-axis.

those in Fig. 10 because at early times (<1 h) the

random component of the velocity fluctuations is

dominant. Because a lower energy spectrum offers

less coherent interference to this random growth

than a higher energy spectrum, the lower energy

curve rises more quickly in the first hour. Because

cf the large-eddy structure, however, lower energy

coherent spreading would be expected to reduce the

slope of the low-spectrum curve continuously with

respect to the high-spectrum curve as travel time

increases, leading to eventual crossing of the curves

10

O.I I
T R A V E L TIME.tOi)

Fig. 10. Growth curves, three energy spectra with
consistent subgrid-scale energy inputs.

of Fig. 12. Although Fig. 12 gives evidence of

slight trends in this direction, any crossing point

is well beyond the time-range of the calculations

(10 h), which suggests that details cf mesoscale

turbulence structure may not become important in

cloud growth until at least a few tens of hours of

travel time have elapsed. If this is true, simpler

lOr-

• 0.1

1

' OF SOURCE

^ • 0 . 5 km

RC'O.IKm

O.I km

POINT SOURCE

MEDIUM SPECTRUM
<r.«». 'r. »(.e km/tr

9.01 0.1
TRAVEL TIME.Kh)

10

Fig. 11. Growth curves, medium spectrum with four
different source sizes.
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Fig. 12. Growth curves, three energy spectra with
a single subgrid-scale energy input.

models may be adequate for typical transport distan-

ces of a few hundred kilometers. Requirements for

detailed turbulence structure in the diffusion model

will be much more severe, of course, for regional-

scale problems.

E. Relative Roles of Random and Correlated Veloc-
ity Components

For characterising dispersion, the current model

considers the turbulence spectrum to be divided into

two regimes—the subtime-step regime, made up of

eddies that produce random velocity fluctuations,

*nd the larger scale regime that produces correlated

velocities affecting many time steps. To observe

the relative roles of these two spectral regimes,

we ran a series of calculations for instantaneous

point sources, and in one set of computations the

correlated part of the wind field was turned off by

setting the 8., . matrix (Eq. (4)] equal to zero.

Figure 13 shows these completely random curves and

their counterparts that include the full spectrum.

The slopes of the random curves are independent of

c, and are estimated to be about 0.57. The relative

displacements of the curves (the values of ac at 1 h,

for example) are approximately proportional to a..
24

Sutton analyzes a one-dimensional random-
1/2

walk diffusion process that results in o^ = t ' .

The small difference between the 0.57 slope of o

vs t observed in Fig. 13 and the 0.50 slope suggested

by Sutton could result from the difference in the

spatial variables being considered (x vs r), or from

numerical uncertainties, or from both.

HIGH SPECTRUM
•^•3.8 km/h

MEDIUM SPECTRUM:

LOW SPECTRUM

• NORMAL SPOOR -
• SPOOR WITH
fi'fO

i.l

Fig. 13.

01 I
TRAVEL TIME.t(h)

Effect of intermediate-scale spectral
energy on growth curves.

10

The correlated portion of the wind velocity

has a major influence. After the first 0.1 h, all

correlated values of a are systematically higher

than their random counterparts. (The model initi-

alization assures the identity, in each case, of the

two curves for the first time step.) After an

hour's travel, the correlated trajectories have

produced a 9r that is 1-1/2 to 2 times larger than

that for the purely random walk.

F. comparisons With Cloud Growth Data

Figure 15 shows representative SPOOR-calculated

growth curves overlaid on a. composite diagram of

500

I 10
FREQUENCY,* (eydH/h)

Fig. 14. Three selected input power spectra.
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observations from Hage and Chruch. (A detailed

summary of the experimental data is also given by
26

Crawford. ) The empirical data in the figure

represent sources widely diverse in elevation, size,

and function time, and, without the relevant source

parameters, specific quantitative interpretation of

the data is seriously compromised. However, some

of the broader aspects of model-data comparisons

are enlightening. First, calculated cluster dimen-

sions and growth rates are consistent with the

obsetvations. The only observations that fall con-

sistently outside the range of our model estimates

(for reasonable turbulence levels and comparable

source sizes) are referenced as experiment No. 10,

which is a continuous-boundary-layer source and is

thus not comparable. In these comparisons, one

must remember that the calculations in Fig. 15 are

derived solely from free-atmosphere turbulence

spectra and include no feedback from, or normaliza-

tions to, cloud-size measurements.

The present model is intended more as a tool for

appreciating atmospheric physics than as a cloud-

size predictor,* but we have briefly explored some

of the reasons for the good agreement between calcu-

lated and observed cloud sizes. Atmospheric diffu-

sion is fundamentally an integrating process. The

properties (size, shape, mass distribution, etc.)

of a particle cluster after some given travel time

depend on the integrated effects of turbulence

encountered up to that point. For this reason, the

demands for detail in the turbulence structure are

less stringent than in some other turbulence dynam-

ics problems. Also, for travel times up to 1C h or

so, small-scale turbulence plays a dominant role in

cloud dispersion; and parameters for the smaller

scales of motion are established more successfully

than for the intermediate mesoscale. Both the

mechanics and the statistics favor the modeler of

small-scale influences.

VI. SOME STRAIGHTFORWARD MODEL EXTENSIONS

He have described a basic, broadly applicable,

computational »-ool for atmospheric transport prob-

lems even though our current interest is in a free

•Certainly, for example, the present model is not
the only one that attains the favorable agreement
in Pig. 15.

IRWEl 1IMC

Pig. 15. Demonstration growth curves for three in-
put spectra and three source sizes, plot-
ted on an empirical composite of observed
cluster sizes (after Hags et al. 1967).

atmosphere for transport times up to ^10 h. A logi-

cal extension, requiring minimum alteration to the

present code, is to longer travel times. For example,

the SPOOR code should be an ideal tool for regional-

scale transport simulation; that is, for travel times

on the order of 100 h. An expanding time step must

be used for computational efficiency, but larger time

steps at longer travel times merely transfer the pa-

rameter description of slightly larger eddies from

the intermediate to the random fiedd.

Another consequence of longer travel times is

the fundamental requirement for a longer history or

memory in the correlated velocity components. Our

selection of three 0.1-h steps is consistent for

travel times of less than o few hours, since empir-

ical evidence suggests that the autocovariance func-

tions drop rapidly to near zero in that lag time.

However, as Fig. 16 indicates, the autocovariance

at longer travel times T 2 takes on a different

character, requiring correlations over longer lag

times. This correlation can be accommodated both

by adding more correlated time steps and, because

time resolution is less critical for longer T_, by

using larger time steps.

We can anticipate the behavior of the growth

curves beyond the present 10-h runs. The energy

spectrum peaks at synoptic-scale periods of around

100 h; corresponding spatial scales approach global

7.2
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Pig. 16. Evolution of the effective autocovariance
function vith travel time.

dimensions. The continuously larger eddies that

are available for relative dispersion, and which

characterise the intermediate regime, change to an

asymptotic regime with a bounded energy supply at

the global scale. We must thus expect the cluster

growth rates to become smaller beyond about 100-h

travel time, as indicated in the empirical data in

Fig. 15.

Another extension of the model is to applica-

tions in the boundary layer. Many air-pollution

problems require that such a flexible model be used

for transport estimates in the range of tens of

hours. Boundary conditions both at the ground and

at internally bounded mixing layers must be assessed

carefully when setting up boundary-layer problems.

For medium- to long-range problems, diurnal varia-

tions in basic input parameters also become impor-

tant. •"' \ ;;•-.•: ';;" ; • ' . '

Many computational experiments must be done to

test the properties of the code and to examine the

physics of atmospheric dispersion. We can initiate

such calculations with the model in its present

form, although we expect the results will lead to

a natural evolution in the computational scheme.

Included in these experiments would be testing,

responses to specially designed input spectra, such

as selected power laws or a spectrum with a micro-

scale peak and a distinct mesoscale energy gap.

Also, because the present model takes gradients

in the mean transport wind completely in stride, it

becomes a valuable tool for estimating dispersion

in time- and space-varying flow fields, such as

occur in areas near terrain or urban influences.

Introducing selected mean-wind properties, inclu-

ding shear or curvature, and assessing cluster

responses to these properties are natural extensions

of the existing analytical base. Other fundamental

and straightforward alterations to the basic model

would exteni the utility of the approach to cover a

much wider range of applications. For example,

introducing a body force, such as gravity, would

require only a simple extension of "che basic

velocity-recursion relationships but would make the

model appropriate to large-particle transport where

gravitational settling is important. Also, we could

easily incorporate velocity-dependent forces, such as

drag, in the same manner. The buoyancy of thermally

affected particles or a source in a water medium

might be handled similarly.

APPENDIX A

THE NCAR WIND DATA BASE AND SPOOR INTERPOLATION SCHEMES

The built-in mean-wind data we use in SPOOR

came from data tapes compiled by the National Center
27

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), Boulder, Colorado.

The NCAR compilations contain worldwide historical

wind data translated to the National Meteorological
28

Center (NHC) octagonal grid system. Figure A-l

shows the northern hemisphere of this system, which

is a regularly spaced rectangular grid laid out on a

polar stereographic projection of the earth's sur-

face. We later give the transformations between

NMC (1,J) coordinates and geographic (latitude-

longitude) coordinates. We have written codes* to

read the NCAR tapes, process and print the data in

various ways, tally and print statistical features

of the data, and produce a SPOOR wind-data tape.

•This was the work of W. Rich and R. Allenson, IASL.
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Fig. A-l. NMC 47 x SI grid. There ara 1977 data
points in tha octagon. Tha pola point is
I.J - 24, 26.

Tha SPOOR code is part of a larger cod* systan

IASL is davaloping to study collateral damage from

postulated defensive nuclear engagements in W T O

Europe and other parts of the world. For this

reason, tha specific data base now in SPOOR covers

only a 42-point, Western Europe subset (I • 33, 34,

35, 36, 37, 38i J - 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29) of

tha NMC grid. Figure A-2 shows this subset.

The NCAR data ara given in (I,J) space and

consist of orthogonal wind components, u in the

I-diraction and v in the J-direction. For each of

the 42 (1,J) grid points shown in Fig. A-2, the

specific data set extracted for SPOOR gives these

consonants at aix pressure altitudes (850, 700,

500, 400, 300, and 250 mb) for each 12-h interval

from September 1963 to December 1967.*

Because SPOCR operates in a continuous phase

space, we need an interpolation scheste to supply u

and v values between tha data-base points» and we

developed a generalized code Module for this pur-
29

pose. When called by SPOOR, this Module generates

biquadratic or bicubic least-square fits of tha

appropriate data-base winds vs I and J for any of tha

*Hany of these data are not actually available. He
have used simple linear extrapolations and inter-
polations to infer missing data-base entries when
required.

six altitudes and 12-h tins points in the data base.

Linear interpolations in altitude and tiae then

provide the rttquired u and V,.

To illustrate, consider a trajectory step

beginning at u. - (I., J., z., t.), which defines

bounding altitudes z^ and z.+1 and times s^ and

ti+, in the data base, so that

He than make separata least-square fits vs I and J

over the 42-point grid of Fig. A-2 for altitude* k

and k + 1 at times i and i + 1. Linear interpola-

tions in z and t between these surface* then give

u. • u(u.) and v. • vita.).

It is convenient to do these calculations in

the (x,j) space, whereas the SPOOR tracking module

operates more conveniently in the horizontal (x,y)

spaca defined at each step by the tangent plane to

the earth's surface at u.. A transformation between

tha (x,J) and (x,y) spaces is thus required. We

avoid some complications by using instead the trans-

formation between U,J) coordinates and geographic

coordinates.
28

As an example, for step j at u., let

the displacements in (x,y) spaca be (fix,, Ay..),

where

(v̂ fit, u

The corresponding displacements in (I,J> spaca are

where

1 •*• «in 60*

1 • sin f j '

*In SPOOR, we arbitrarily take tha positive x-direc-
tion along the positive J-axis and tha positive y-
diroction along the positive I-axis.
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n<*. A-a. we arid fre*> SPOOR overlaid on *ap of Wtteern

#, • l«titttd« of th« point
3 f« « *

• i n

R2, - « j - 24)2 + Mj - 26) 2»

4a2 * 973.712023868.

Substituting th* tI»JJ-to-9«o9r»phical trans-

fonution for th* (X(J)-to-(«.yl erancfonutlon

introduce • 4twll bias in th« trajaetoriaa, but, at

latitudes of usual intanst to u*t this bias is S K I I

for tvaek lengths up to several thousand kileawtars.

VERIFICATION OF

AWENDXX B

CALCULATION FOR THE VERTICAL-THAKSPORT MOCXJLE OF SPOOR.

AH ILLUSTRATION

The siaple for* of Eq. (23) lets us calculate*

in closed for*, the expected value of the standard

deviation a_ for net vertical dispiaeaatnts of a set

of paiticla traj«ctories at any travel tiae t. He

can then coapare our results with nuswrical SPOOR

results as a code-verification technique. Ms proceed

as follows.
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a point source at vertical position z ,

a constant ti»e-st«p width At, and a Bean vertical

velocity w • 0. Equation (23) for the z-velocity

At step j becoaes - zf At

i=0

(B"4)

(B-l)
I*t

where S is an input constant, fiw. is a randosi inde-
2

pendcr.:: sample fros S(0,c, ), and vg » o. The

general tern w. of the sequence of w's is then

(B-5)

(B-2)

From Eqs. (B-4) and (B-5), the variance a of the

net E-displaceinent at step j, which is the expected

value <(ij - z o)
2 >r is

Tint net z-displacanent at step j is the sum of the

individual displacements flz. up to j, so that

3

k-l I

or, substituting Eq. (B-2),

j

k-l

fit2

.. •

k=l

yj2

(B-6)

(B-3) We now recall that the Aw's are random independent

samples from N(0,afiw ) so that

and

)2- i i
k-l i-1

<iw. 0, if i ft U

' i f

fit2 Equation (B-6) thus gives

+ e + s2 + (B-7)

Finally, noting that

•̂ •̂  ft R^ M—fl
k*l w w

+ fiw.]2, and
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V^ 1 1

k - 1

g w ( 1 - 8w j»l
(B-E)

Eqs. (B-5) and <B-7) give

zj (i - ew>
2 L (i-sw)

Table B-l compares a from Eq. (B-8) and

c calculated by SPOOR for a point-source vttraion

of the sanple calculation described earlier.

TABLE B-l

COMPARISON OF AKALYTIC AND SPOOR-CALCULATED O vs t.

J

1

2

3

4

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

Cjinj

0.05

0.15

0.25

0.35

0.45

0.95

1.45

1.95

2.45

2.95

3.45

3.95

4.45

4.95

Eg. (B-6)

0.072

0.105

0.130

0.151

0.169

0.241

0.295

0.342

0.382

0.419

0.452

0.484

0.513

0.541

SPOOR

0.071

0.105

0.130

0.151

0.170

0.243

0.294

0.337

0.374

0.409

0.445

0.473

0.506

0.531

Ratio

1.01

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.99

1.00

1.01

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.02

1.01

1.02
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